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Abstract. Proof search has been used to specify a wide range of computation systems. In order to build a framework for reasoning about such specifications, we
make use of a sequent calculus involving induction and co-induction. These proof
principles are actually based on a proof theoretic notion of definition, following
on work by Schroeder-Heister, Girard, and McDowell and Miller. Definitions are
essentially stratified logic programs. The left and right rules for defined atoms
treat the definitions as defining fixed points. The use of definitions also makes it
possible to reason intensionally about syntax, in particular enforcing free equality via unification. The full system thus allows inductive and co-inductive proofs
involving higher-order abstract syntax. We extended the earlier work by allowing
induction and co-induction on general definitions and show that cut-elimination
holds for this extension. We present some examples involving lazy lists and simulation in lazy λ-calculus. Two prototype implementations are available in the
Hybrid system implemented on top of Isabelle/HOL and the BLinc system implemented on top of λProlog.

1

Introduction

A common approach to specifying computation systems is via deductive systems, e.g.,
structural operational semantics. Such specifications can be represented as logical theories in a suitably expressive formal logic in which proof-search can then be used to
model the computation. This use of logic as a specification language is along the line
of the study of logical framework [25]. The representation of the syntax of computation
systems inside formal logic can benefit from the use of higher-order abstract syntax
(HOAS), a high-level and declarative treatment of object-level bound variables and substitution. At the same time, we want to use such a language in order to reason over
the meta-theoretical properties of the object languages, for example type preservation
in operational semantics [18], soundness and completeness of compilation [22] or congruence of bisimulation in transition systems [19]. Typically this involves reasoning by
(structural) induction and, when dealing with infinite behaviour, co-induction [5].
The need to support both inductive and co-inductive reasoning and some form of
HOAS requires some careful design decisions, since the two are prima facie notoriously
incompatible. While any meta-language based on a λ-calculus can be used to specify and
possibly perform computations over HOAS encodings, meta-reasoning has traditionally
involved (co)inductive specifications both at the level of the syntax and as well of the
judgments (which are of course unified at the type-theoretic level). The first provides

crucial freeness properties for datatypes constructors, while the second offers principle
of case analysis and (co)induction. This is well-known to be problematic, since HOAS
specifications lead to non-monotone (co)inductive definitions, which by cardinality and
consistency reasons are not permitted in inductive logical frameworks. Moreover, even
when HOAS is weakened so as to be made compatible with standard proof assistants [8]
such as HOL or Coq, the latter tend to be still too strong, in sense of allowing the
existence of too many functions, yielding the so called exotic terms. This causes the loss
of adequacy in HOAS specifications, which is one of the pillar of formal verification.
On the other hand, logics such as LF [14] that are weak by design in order to support
this style of syntax are not directly endowed with (co)induction principles.
The contribution of this paper lies in the design of a new logic, called Linc (for a logic
with λ-terms, induction and co-induction), which carefully adds principles of induction
and co-induction to a higher-order intuitionistic logic based on a proof theoretic notion
of definition, following on work (among others) by Schroeder-Heister [30], Girard [13]
and McDowell and Miller [17]. Definitions are akin to logic programs, but allow to
view theories as “closed” or defining fixed points. This alone allows us to perform case
analysis. Our approach to formalizing induction and co-induction is via the least and
greatest solutions of the fixed point equations specified by the definitions. Such least
and greatest solutions are guaranteed to exist by a stratification condition on definitions
(which basically ensures monotonicity). The proof rules for induction and co-induction
makes use of the notion of pre-fixed points and post-fixed points respectively. In the
inductive case, this corresponds to the induction invariant, while in the co-inductive one
to the so-called simulation.
The simply typed language underlying Linc and the notion of definition make it possible to reason intensionally about syntax, in particular enforcing free equality via unification, which can be used on first-order terms or higher-order λ-terms. In fact, we can
support HOAS encodings of constructors without requiring them to belong to a datatype.
In particular we can prove the freeness properties of those constructors, namely injectivity, distinct-ness and case exhaustion. Judgments are encoded as definitions accordingly
to their informal semantics, either inductive, co-inductive or regular, i.e. true in every
fixed point. Given the stratification condition, we (currently) fall short of the LF-like
idea of Full HOAS, although, exploiting the equivalence with the completion of a logic
program [29], the monotonicity requirement can be weakened beyond the scope of current induction-based proof-assistants.
Linc can be proved to be a conservative extension of FOλ∆IN [17] and a generalization to the higher-order case of Martin-Löf [16] first-order theory of iterated inductive
definitions. Moreover, at the best of our knowledge, it is the first sequent calculus with a
cut-elimination theorem for co-inductive definitions. Further, its modular design makes
its extension easy, for example in the direction of FOλ∇ [21] or the regular world assumption [31].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proof system
for the logic Linc. Section 3 shows some examples of using induction and co-induction
to prove several properties of list-related functions and the lazy λ-calculus. Section 4
gives an overview of the cut-elimination procedure, whose detailed proof is available
in [36]. Section 5 surveys the related work and Section 6 concludes this paper.
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2

The Logic Linc

The logic Linc shares the core fragment with FOλ∆IN , which is an intuitionistic version
of Church’s Simple Theory of Types. Formulae in the logic are built from predicate
symbols and the usual logical connectives ⊥, >, ∧, ∨, ⊃, ∀τ and ∃τ . Following Church,
formulae will be given type o. The quantification type τ can have higher types, but those
are restricted to not contain o. Thus the logic has a first-order proof theory but allows for
the encoding of higher-order abstract syntax. The core fragment of the logic is presented
in the sequent calculus in Figure 1. A sequent is denoted by Γ −→ C where C is a formula
and Γ is a multiset of formulae. Notice that in the presentation of the rule schemes, we
make use of HOAS, e.g., in the application B x it is implicit that B has no free occurrence
of x. In the ∀R and ∃L rules, y is an eigenvariable that is not free in the lower sequent of
the rule. Whenever we write down a sequent, it is assumed implicitly that the formulae
are well-typed and in βη-long normal forms, and that the type context, i.e., the types of
the constants and the eigenvariables used in the sequent, is left implicit.

C −→ C

∆ −→ B B, Γ −→ C
cut
∆, Γ −→ C

init

B, B, Γ −→ C
cL
B, Γ −→ C
⊥, Γ −→ B
B, Γ −→ D
∧L
B ∧C, Γ −→ D

Γ −→ C
wL
B, Γ −→ C

⊥L

Γ −→ >

C, Γ −→ D
∧L
B ∧C, Γ −→ D

>R

Bt, Γ −→ C
∀L
∀x.B x, Γ −→ C

Γ −→ B Γ −→ C
∧R
Γ −→ B ∧C

Γ −→ B y
∀R
Γ −→ ∀x.B x

B, Γ −→ D C, Γ −→ D
∨L
B ∨C, Γ −→ D

B y, Γ −→ C
∃L
∃x.B x, Γ −→ C

Γ −→ B
∨R
Γ −→ B ∨C

Γ −→ Bt
∃R
Γ −→ ∃x.B x

Γ −→ C
∨R
Γ −→ B ∨C

Γ −→ B C, Γ −→ D
⊃L
B ⊃ C, Γ −→ D

B, Γ −→ C
⊃R
Γ −→ B ⊃ C

Fig. 1. Inference rules for the core Linc

2.1

A Proof-theoretic Notion of Definitions

We extend the core logic in Figure 1 by allowing the introduction of non-logical constants. An atomic formula, i.e., a formula that contains no occurrences of logical constants, can be defined in terms of other logical or non-logical constants. Its left and
3

right rules are, roughly speaking, carried out by replacing the formula corresponding
to its definition with the atom itself. A defined atom can thus be seen as a generalized connective, whose behaviour is determined by its defining clauses. The syntax
of definition clauses used by McDowell and Miller [17] resembles that of logic programs, that is, a definition clause consists of a head and a body, with the usual pattern
matching in the head; for example, the predicate nat for natural numbers is written
4
4
{nat z = >, nat s x = nat x}. We adopt a simpler presentation by putting all pattern
matching in the body and combining multiple clauses with the same head in one clause
with disjunctive body. Of course, this will require us to have explicit equality as part of
our syntax. The corresponding nat predicate in our syntax will be written
4

nat x = [x = z] ∨ ∃y.[x = s y] ∧ nat y
and corresponds to the notion of iff-completion of a logic program.
4

Definition 1. A definition clause is written ∀x̄[p x̄ = B x̄], where p is a predicate constant. The atomic formula p x̄ is called the head of the clause, and the formula B x̄ is
4
called the body. The symbol = is used simply to indicate a definition clause: it is not a
logical connective. A definition is a (perhaps infinite) set of definition clauses. A predicate may occur only at most once in the heads of the clauses of a definition.
We will generally omit the outer quantifiers in a definition clause to simplify the presentation.
Not all definition clauses are admitted in our logic, e.g., definitions with circular
calling through implications (negations) must be avoided. The reason for this restriction
is that without it cut-elimination does not hold [28]. We introduce the notion of levels of
a formula to define a proper stratification on definitions. To each predicate p we associate
a natural number lvl(p), the level of p. The notion of level is extended to formulae and
sequents.
Definition 2. Given a formula B, its level lvl(B) is defined as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

lvl(p t¯) = lvl(p)
lvl(⊥) = lvl(>) = 0
lvl(B ∧C) = lvl(B ∨C) = max(lvl(B), lvl(C))
lvl(B ⊃ C) = max(lvl(B) + 1, lvl(C))
lvl(∀x.B x) = lvl(∃x.B x) = lvl(Bt), for any term t.
4

The level of a sequent Γ −→ C is the level of C. A definition clause ∀x̄[p x̄ = B x̄] is
stratified if lvl(B x̄) ≤ lvl(p). A definition is stratified if all its definition clauses are
stratified.
An occurrence of a formula A in a formula C is strictly positive if that particular
occurrence of A is not to the left of any implication in C. The stratification of definitions
above implies that for every definition clause all occurrences of the head in the body are
strictly positive.
4
Given a definition clause p x̄ = B x̄, the right and left rules for predicate p are
B t¯, Γ −→ C
defL
p t¯, Γ −→ C

Γ −→ B t¯
defR
Γ −→ p t¯
.
4

The rules for equality predicates makes use of substitutions. We assume the usual definition of capture-avoiding substitutions. We use θ, ρ, δ and σ to denote those and their
application is written in post-fix notation, e.g., tθ. The left and right rules for equality
are as follows
{Γρ −→ Cρ | sρ =βη tρ, ρ ∈ CSU(s,t)}
eqL
s = t, Γ −→ C

Γ −→ t = t

eqR

The substitution ρ in eqL is called a unifier of s and t. The set CSU(s,t) is a complete
set of unifiers, i.e., given any unifier θ1 of s and t, there is a unifier θ2 ∈ CSU(s,t) such
that θ1 = θ2 ◦ γ, for some substitution γ. In the first order case, a set containing just the
most general unifier is a complete set of unifiers. In general, however, the complete set
of unifiers may contain more than one unifier and therefore we specify a set of sequents
as the premise of the eqL rule, which is to say that each sequent in the set is a premise
of the rule. Note that in applying eqL , eigenvariables can be instantiated as a result.
2.2

Induction and Co-induction
4

A definition p x = B x can be seen as a fixed point equation saying that for every term
t, pt if and only if Bt holds. Since our notion of definition requires strict positivity
of occurrences of p in B, existence of fixed points is always guaranteed. Hence the
provability of pt means that t is in a solution of the corresponding fixed point equation,
although not necessarily in the least (or greatest) solution (see e.g., [13] for an example).
Therefore we add extra rules that reflect the least and the greatest solutions, respectively.
Since we are in the monotone setting, we can use the pre-fixed point and the post-fixed
point as an approach to the least and greatest fixed points. In the following we assume,
for simplicity of presentation, that definitions are not mutual-recursively defined. The
more general case where mutual recursion is treated can be found in [36].
4
Let p x̄ = B x̄ be a definition clause and let S be a term of the same type as p. The
induction rules for p are
(B x̄)[S/p] −→ S x̄ Γ, S t¯ −→ C
IL
Γ, p t¯ −→ C

Γ −→ B t¯
IR
Γ −→ p t¯

The abstraction S is an invariant of the induction. The variables x̄ are new eigenvariables.
An informal reading of I L is to consider S as denoting a set (i.e., t¯ ∈ S iff S t¯ holds), B as
denoting a fixed point operator and S as a pre-fixed point of B, i.e., B[S/p] ⊆ S. Notice
that the right-rule for induction is defR .
The co-induction rules are defined dually.
B t¯, Γ −→ C
CIL
p t¯, Γ −→ C
Γ −→ S t¯ S x̄ −→ (B x̄)[S/p]
C I R , where lvl(S) ≤ lvl(p)
Γ −→ p t¯
Dual to the induction rules, S can be seen as denoting a post-fixed point, i.e., S ⊆ B[S/p].
The C I L rule is the defL rule. The reason for the proviso in C I R is mainly technical;
it allows us to prove cut-elimination.
5

To avoid inconsistency, some care must be taken in applying induction or co-induction
in a proof. One obvious pitfall is when the fixed point equation corresponding to a definition clause has different least and greatest solutions. In such case, mixing induction
and co-induction on the same definition clause can lead to inconsistency. For example,
4
let p = p be a definition clause. Given the scheme of rules above without any further
restriction, we can construct the following derivation
−→ >

⊥L
⊥L
>R
⊥ −→ ⊥
⊥ −→ ⊥
> −→ >
IL
CIR
p −→ ⊥
−→ p
cut
−→ ⊥

>R

In the above derivation we use > and ⊥ as the invariants in the instance of C I R and I L
rules. This example suggests that we have to use a definition clause consistently through
out the proof, either inductively or co-inductively, but not both. To avoid this problem,
we introduce markings into a definition, whose role is to indicate which introduction
rules are applicable to the corresponding defined atoms.
Definition 3. An extended definition is a stratified definition D together with a label
on each definition clause in D . The label on a clause indicates whether the clause is
µ
either inductive, co-inductive, or regular. An inductive clause is written as p x̄ = B x̄, a
µ
4
co-inductive clause is written as p x̄ = B x̄ and a regular clause is written as p x̄ = B x̄.
Since we shall only be concerned with extended definition from now on, we shall refer to an extended definition simply as a definition. The induction and co-induction rules
need additional provisos. The I L and I R rules can be applied only to an inductively
defined atom. Dually, the C I L and C I R rules can only be applied to a co-inductively
defined atom. The defL and defR rules apply only to regular atoms. However, we can
show that defL and defR are derived rules for (co-)inductively defined atoms.
Proposition 1. The defL and defR are admissible rules in the core Linc system with
the induction and/or the co-induction rules.
Proof. We show here how to infer defL using core Linc and induction rules. The other
4
case with co-induction can be done dually. Let p x̄ = B x̄ be the definition under consideration: defL can be inferred from I L using the body B as the invariant.
Π
B[B/p] x̄ −→ B x̄ B t¯, Γ −→ C
IL .
p t¯, Γ −→ C
We construct the derivation Π by induction on the size of B, i.e., the number of logical constants in B. In the inductive cases, the derivation is constructed by applying the
introduction rules for the logical connectives in B, coordinated between left and right
introduction rules. Since p occurs strictly positively in B by stratification, the only nontrivial base case we need to consider is when we reach the sub-formula p t¯ of B x̄ in
which case we just apply the I R rule
init
B t¯ −→ B t¯
IR
B t¯ −→ p t¯
6

3

Examples

We now give some examples, starting with some that make essential use of HOAS.
3.1

Lazy λ-Calculus

We consider an untyped version of the pure λ-calculus with lazy evaluation, following
the usual HOAS style, i.e., object-level λ-operator and application are encoded as constants lam : (tm → tm) → tm and @ : tm → tm → tm, where tm is the syntactic category
of object-level λ-terms. The evaluation relation is encoded as the following inductive
definition
µ

M ⇓ N = (∃M 0 .[M = lam M 0 ] ∧ [M = N]) ∨
.
(∃M1 ∃M2 ∃P.[M = M1 @ M2 ] ∧ M1 ⇓ lam P ∧ (P M2 ) ⇓ N)
Notice that object-level substitution is realized via β-reduction in the meta-logic.
Simulation We show some simple properties about applicative simulation of λ-expressions
in this language. Simulation is encoded as the (stratified) co-inductive definition
ν

sim R S = ∀T.R ⇓ lam T ⊃ ∃U.S ⇓ lamU ∧ ∀P.sim (T P) (U P).
Consider the reflexivity property of simulation, i.e., ∀s.sim s s. This is proved co-inductively
by using the simulation λxλy.[x = y]. After applying ∀R and C I R , it remains to prove
the sequents −→ [s = s], and
x = y −→ ∀x1 .x ⇓ lam x1 ⊃ (∃x2 .y ⇓ lam x2 ∧ ∀x3 .(x1 x3 ) = (x2 x3 )) .
The first sequent is provable by an application of eqR rule. The second sequent is proved
as follows.
eqR
z ⇓ lam x1 −→ (x1 x3 ) = (x1 x3 )
∀R
init
z ⇓ lam x1 −→ ∀x3 .(x1 x3 ) = (x1 x3 )
z ⇓ lam x1 −→ z ⇓ lam x1
∧R
z ⇓ lam x1 −→ (z ⇓ lam x1 ∧ ∀x3 .(x1 x3 ) = (x1 x3 ))
∃R
z ⇓ lam x1 −→ (∃x2 .z ⇓ lam x2 ∧ ∀x3 .(x1 x3 ) = (x2 x3 ))
eqL
x = y, x ⇓ lam x1 −→ (∃x2 .y ⇓ lam x2 ∧ ∀x3 .(x1 x3 ) = (x2 x3 ))
⊃R
x = y −→ x ⇓ lam x1 ⊃ (∃x2 .y ⇓ lam x2 ∧ ∀x3 .(x1 x3 ) = (x2 x3 ))
∀R
x = y −→ ∀x1 .x ⇓ lam x1 ⊃ (∃x2 .y ⇓ lam x2 ∧ ∀x3 .(x1 x3 ) = (x2 x3 ))

Notice that in applying defL to the formula [x = y] we instantiate (reading the rule
bottom-up) both x and y with a new eigenvariable z. Of course, this is not the only
instantiation that unifies both variables, but it is the most general one (modulo renaming).
The transitivity property is expressed as the formula
∀r∀s∀t.sim r s ∧ sim s t ⊃ sim r t.
Its proof involves co-induction on sim r t with the following simulation
λuλv.∃w.sim u w ∧ sim w v,
7

followed by case analyses (i.e., defL and eqL rules) on sim r s and sim s t. The rest of
the proof is basically a series of manipulation of logical connectives.
Divergence We want to show the existence of a divergent term. We need to define (coinductively) the divergence predicate first.
ν

divrg T = (∃T1 ∃T2 .T = (T1 @ T2 ) ∧ divrg T1 ) ∨
(∃T1 ∃T2 .T = (T1 @T2 ) ∧ ∃E.T1 ⇓ lam E ∧ divrg (E T2 )).
Let Ω be the term (lam x.(x @ x)) @ (lam x.(x @ x)). We show that divrg Ω holds. The
proof is straightforward by co-induction using the simulation S := λs.s = Ω. Applying
the C I R produces the sequents −→ Ω = Ω and T = Ω −→ S1 ∨ S2 where
S1 := ∃T1 ∃T2 .T = (T1 @ T2 ) ∧ (S T1 ), and
S2 := ∃T1 ∃T2 .T = (T1 @T2 ) ∧ ∃E.T1 ⇓ lam E ∧ S (E T2 ).
Clearly, only the second disjunct is provable, i.e., by instantiating T1 and T2 with the
same term lam x.(x @ x), and E with the function λx.(x @ x).
3.2

Lists

We consider the append function on lists and prove one of its properties, i.e., associativity. Both the inductive case (finite lists) and the co-inductive case (possibly infinite lists)
are shown.
Finite lists. The usual append function on finite lists can be encoded as the inductive
definition
µ

app L1 L2 L3 = (L1 = nil ∧ L2 = L3 ) ∨
∃x, L10 , L30 .L1 = (x :: L10 ) ∧ L3 = (x :: L30 ) ∧ app L10 L2 L30 .
where nil represents the empty list and :: the list constructor. Associativity of append is
stated formally as
∀l1 ∀l2 ∀l12 ∀l3 ∀l4 .(app l1 l2 l12 ∧ app l12 l3 l4 ) ⊃
∀l23 .app l2 l3 l23 ⊃ app l1 l23 l4 .
Proving this formula requires us to prove first that the definition of append is functional,
that is,
∀l1 ∀l2 ∀l3 ∀l4 .app l1 l2 l3 ∧ app l1 l2 l4 ⊃ l3 = l4 .
This is done by induction on l1 , i.e., we apply the I L rule on app l1 l2 l3 , after the
introduction rules for ∀ and ⊃, of course. The invariant in this case is
I = λr1 λr2 λr3 .∀r.app r1 r2 r ⊃ r = r3 .
It is a simple case analysis to check that this is the right invariant. Having proven that
append is functional, we are now back to our original problem: after applying the introduction rules for the logical connectives in the formula, the problem of associativity is
reduced to the following sequent
app l1 l2 l12 , app l12 l3 l4 , app l2 l3 l23 −→ app l1 l23 l4 .
8

(1)

We then proceed by induction on the list l1 , that is, we apply the I L rule to the hypothesis
app l1 l2 l12 . The invariant is simply
S = λl1 λl2 λl12 .∀l3 ∀l4 .app l12 l3 l4 ⊃ ∀l23 .app l2 l3 l23 ⊃ app l1 l23 l4 .
Applying the I L rule, followed by ∨L , to sequent (1) reduces the sequent to the following sub-goals
(i) S l1 l2 l12 , app l12 l3 l4 , app l2 l3 l23 −→ app l1 l23 l4 ,
(ii) (l1 = nil ∧ l2 = l3 ) −→ S l1 l2 l3 ,
(iii) ∃x, l10 , l30 .l1 = (x :: l10 ) ∧ l3 = (x :: l30 ) ∧ S l10 l2 l30 −→ S l1 l2 l3
The proof for the first sequent is straightforward. The second sequent reduces to
app l12 l3 l4 , app l12 l3 l23 −→ app nil l23 l4 .
This follows from the functionality of append and I R . The third sequent is basically
done by a series of case analysis. Of course, these proofs could have been simplified
by using a derived principle of structural induction. While this is easy to do, we have
preferred here to use the primitive I L rule.
Infinite lists The append function on infinite lists is defined via co-recursion, that is, we
define the behaviour of destructor operations on lists (i.e., taking the head and the tail
of the list). In this case we never construct explicitly the result of appending two lists,
rather the head and the tail of the resulting lists are computed as needed. The co-recursive
append requires case analysis on all arguments.
ν

coapp L1 L2 L3 = (L1 = nil ∧ L2 = nil ∧ L3 = nil) ∨
(L1 = nil ∧ ∃x∃L20 ∃L30 .(L2 = (x :: L20 ) ∧ L3 = (x :: L30 )
∧ coapp nil L20 L30 ) ∨
(∃x∃L10 ∃L30 .L1 = (x :: L10 ) ∧ L3 = (x :: L30 )
∧ coapp L10 L2 L30 ).
The corresponding associativity property is stated analogously to the inductive one and
as in the inductive case, the main statement reduces to proving the sequent
coapp l1 l2 l12 , coapp l12 l3 l4 , coapp l2 l3 l23 −→ coapp l1 l23 l4 .
We apply the C I R rule to coapp l1 l23 l4 , using the simulation
I = λl1 λl2 λl12 .∃l23 ∃l3 ∃l4 .coapp l12 l3 l4 ∧ coapp l2 l3 l23 ∧ coapp l1 l23 l4 .
Subsequent steps of the proof involve mainly case analysis on coapp l12 l3 l4 . As in the
inductive case, we have to prove the sub-cases when l12 is nil. However, unlike in the
former case, case analyses on the arguments of coapp suffices.

4

Cut-Elimination

A central result of our work is cut-elimination, from which consistency of the logic follows. Gentzen’s classic proof of cut-elimination for first-order logic uses an induction
9

on the size of the cut formula, i.e., the number of logical connectives in the formula. The
cut-elimination procedure consists of a set of reduction rules that reduce a cut of a compound formula to cuts on its sub-formulae of smaller size. For example, the derivation
Π1
Π2
Π0
B1 , Γ −→ C
∆ −→ B1 ∆ −→ B2
∧R
∧L
∆ −→ B1 ∧ B2
B1 ∧ B2 , Γ −→ C
cut
∆, Γ −→ C
reduces to

Π1
Π0
∆ −→ B1 B1 , Γ −→ C
cut
∆, Γ −→ C
.

In the case of Linc, the use of induction/co-induction complicates the reduction of
cuts. Consider for example a cut involving the induction rules
ΠB
Π
Π1
B[S/p]
y −→ S y St, Γ −→ C
∆ −→ Bt
IR
IL
∆ −→ pt
pt, Γ −→ C
cut
∆, Γ −→ C
.
There are at least two problems in reducing this cut. First, any permutation upwards of
the cut will necessarily involve a cut with S which can be of larger size than p, and hence
simple induction on the size of cut formula will not work. Second, the invariant S does
not appear in the conclusion of the left premise of the cut. The latter means that we need
to transform the left premise so that its end sequent will agree with the right premise.
Any such transformation will most likely be global, and hence simple induction on the
height of derivations will not work either, or at least will not be obvious.
Our proof of cut-elimination uses the technique of reducibility originally due to Tait.
The method was applied by Martin-Löf [16] to the setting of natural deduction, and to
sequent calculus by McDowell and Miller for the logic FOλ∆IN [17]. The original idea
of Martin-Löf was to use derivations directly as a measure by defining a well-founded
ordering on them. The basis for the latter relation is a set of reduction rules that are
used to eliminate the applications of cut rule. Two orderings are defined on derivations:
normalizability and reducibility (called computability in [16]). The well-foundedness
of the normalizability ordering implies that the process of applying the reduction rules
to a derivation will eventually terminate in a cut-free derivation of the same sequent.
The reducibility ordering is a superset of the normalizability one and hence its wellfoundedness implies the well-foundedness of the normalizability ordering. The main
part of the proof lies in showing that all derivations in Linc are reducible, and hence
normalizable. This is stated in the following lemma, of which cut-elimination is a simple
corollary.
Lemma 1. For any derivation Π of B1 , . . . , Bn , Γ −→ C, reducible derivations Π1 , . . . , Πn
of ∆1 −→ B1 , . . . , ∆n −→ Bn (n ≥ 0), and substitutions δ1 , . . . , δn , γ such that Bi δi = Bi γ,
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the following derivation Ξ is reducible.
Π1 δ1
∆1 δ1 −→ B1 δ1

Πn δn
Πγ
· · · ∆n δn −→ Bn δn B1 γ, . . . , Bn γ, Γγ −→ Cγ
mc
∆1 δ1 , . . . , ∆n δn , Γγ −→ Cγ
10

The multicut rule mc is a generalization of the cut rule and is used to simplify the presentation of the cut-elimination proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the height of Π
with subordinate inductions on n and on the (well-founded) reduction tree of Π1 , . . . , Πn .
Applying a substitution to a derivation, e.g., Πδ, amounts to applying the substitution to
every sequent in the derivation.
We give a general idea of the proof and refer to [36] for full details. Most of the
reduction rules are variants of Gentzen’s, except, of course, for the cases involving induction and co-induction. We outline here the reduction rules for the cut on I L /I R and
C I L /C I R pairs. In both cases we need to perform certain transformation on derivations
which we call unfolding. In the I L /I R case above, the cut is reduced to
Π01
ΠB [t/y]
∆ −→ B[S/p]t B[S/p]t −→ St
Π
cut
∆ −→ St
St, Γ −→ C
cut
∆, Γ −→ C
The derivation Π01 is constructed inductively from Π1 by replacing the sub-derivation of
the form
Π2
−→ B u
IR
∆0 −→ p u

∆0

with

∆0

Π02
ΠB [u/y]
−→ B[S/p] u B[S/p] u −→ S u
cut
∆0 −→ S u

where Π02 is obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to Π2 . Note that the stratification of definition makes sure that p occurs only positively in B and therefore this
construction always produces a valid derivation. There are possibly more cuts produced
in the unfolding process, but those are of smaller rank (i.e., the height of ΠB is smaller
than the height of the original derivation) and hence are reducible by the outer induction
hypothesis.
The C I R /C I L case is more complicated. Suppose we have the derivation Ξ
ΠB
Π1
Π
∆ −→ S t¯ S ȳ −→ B[S/p] ȳ
B x̄, Γ −→ C
CIR
CIL
∆ −→ p t¯
p t¯, Γ −→ C
cut
∆, Γ −→ C
The objective of the reduction rule is to reduce the height of the right premise of the cut.
Therefore, we need to do the unfolding on the left premise.
Π∗B
Π1
∆ −→ S t¯ S t¯ −→ B t¯
Πθ
cut
∆ −→ B t¯
B t¯, Γ −→ C
cut
∆, Γ −→ C
Notice that in this case, we do the reverse of the inductive unfolding, that is, we replace
S with p. The derivation Π∗B is constructed inductively from ΠB by similar unfolding
steps as in the inductive case, with the exception that we replace any sub-derivation of
ΠB of the form
Ψ
∆ −→ S ū

with

ΠB
Ψ
∆ −→ S ū S x̄ −→ B[S/p] x̄
.
CIR
∆ −→ p ū
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This is the delicate point of the proof since there could be a potentially infinite unwinding of derivations as we push up the cut. Notice that unlike in the inductive case, the
unfolding process uses only the derivations in the left premise of the cut, and hence the
outer induction hypothesis will not help in establishing the reducibility of the unfolded
derivation. We solve this problem by building into the reducibility ordering a closure
condition with respect to the co-inductive unfolding, such that the unfolded derivation is
a predecessor of the original derivation.

5

Related Work

Linc has been designed as an intentionally weak logical framework [6] to be used as a
meta-language for reasoning over deductive systems encoded via HOAS. In particular,
it can be seen as the meta-theory of the simply typed λ-calculus, in the same sense in
which Schürmann’s Mω [31] is the meta-theory of LF [14]. Mω is a constructive firstorder logic, whose quantifiers range over possibly open LF objects over a signature. In
the meta-logic it is possible to express and inductively prove meta-logical properties of
an object logic. By the adequacy of the encoding, the proof of the existence of the appropriate LF object(s) guarantees the proof of the corresponding object-level property. It
must be remarked that Mω does not support co-induction yet. However, LF can be used
directly to specify an inductive meta-theorem as a relation between judgments, with a
logic programming interpretation providing the operational semantics. Finally, external
checks (moded-ness, termination and input/output coverage) verify that the given relation is indeed a realizer for that theorem [33]. Again, it is not immediate how to extend
this to co-inductive reasoning. The work in [32] allows primitive recursive definition
and case analysis on functions of higher type, while preserving adequacy of the HOAS
representations; this is achieved separating at the type-theoretic level, via an S4 modal
operator, the primitive recursive space (which encompasses functions defined via case
analysis and iteration) from the parametric function space.
Of course, there is a long association between mathematical logic and inductive
definitions [2] and in particular with proof-theory, possibly the earliest relevant entry being Martin-Löf’s original formulation of the theory of iterated inductive definitions [16]. From the impredicative encoding of inductive types [4] and the introduction
of (co)recursion [10] in system F, (co)inductive types became common [20] and made it
into type-theoretic proof assistants such as Coq [23], first via a primitive recursive operator, but eventually in the let-rec style of functional programming languages, as in in
Gimenez’s Calculus of Infinite Constructions [11, 12]; here termination (resp. guardedness) is ensured by a syntactic check (see also [1]). This is connected with the emerging
proof-theory of fixed point logics and process calculi [27, 34, 35], in particular w.r.t. the
relation between systems with local and global induction, that is, between fixed point
vs. well-founded and guarded induction (i.e. circular proofs).
In higher order logic (co)inductive definitions are obtained via the usual Tarski fixed
point constructions, as realized for example in Isabelle/HOL [24]. As we mentioned
before, those approaches are at odd with HOAS even at the level of the syntax. Several compromises have been proposed: the Theory of Contexts [15] (ToC) marries Weak
HOAS with an axiomatic approach encoding basic properties of names. Hybrid [3] is a
λ-calculus on top of Isabelle/HOL which provides the user a Full HOAS syntax, compatible with a classical (co)-inductive setting. Linc improves on the latter on several
12

counts. First it disposes of Hybrid notion of abstraction, which is used to carve out the
“parametric” function space from the full HOL space. Moreover it is not restricted to
second-order abstract syntax, as the current Hybrid version is (and as ToC cannot escape from being). Finally, at higher types, reasoning via defL is more powerful than
inversion: for example ∀y.λx.y 6= λx.0 is provable in Linc, but fails both in Isabelle/HOL
and Coq – the latter for extensionality reasons.
The connection between (iterated) inductive definition and (stratified) logic programming has been recently re-examined in [7], although for model-theoretic purposes.
On the other hand, the paper ignores the relationship with partial inductive definitions,
which was instead addressed by [29]; here it is showed that (arbitrary) PID’s are prooftheoretically equivalent to the iff-completion (of the PID) plus rules for free equality.
We do not review here more distant relatives such as category-theoretic analysis of
(co)recursion, type-based analysis of higher-order datatypes and termination.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a proof theoretical treatment of both induction and co-induction in
a sequent calculus compatible with HOAS encodings. The proof principle underlying
the explicit proof rules is basically fixed point (co)induction. Our proof system is, as
far as we know, the first which incorporates a co-induction proof rule and still preserves
cut-elimination. We have shown several examples on how intuitive (co)inductive proofs
using invariants and simulations can be reproduced formally in Linc. Consistency of the
logic is an easy consequence of cut-elimination.
We currently have two prototype implementations of Linc. The one in the Hybrid system [3, 22] is better characterized as an approximation: definitional reflection is mimicked by the elimination rules of (co)inductive definitions, which
also provides (co)induction principles, while the Hybrid λ-calculus takes care of
the freeness properties: notwithstanding the limitations mentioned in Section 5, the
implementation has the benefit of inheriting all the automation of Isabelle/HOL
on whose top Hybrid is realized. The second is a direct implementation of Linc
rules in λProlog, with a Java graphical user interface (available on the web at
http://www.lix.polytechnique.fr/˜tiu/lincproject/linc.htm). This prototype is currently limited to be a proof-checker but it is easy to add a tactic language
in the style of [9]. A serious implementation would require more study on the proof
search properties of Linc. It is true that with induction and co-induction there is no hope
of automation in general. Nevertheless, a large subset of the logic may still admit some
uniformity in proof search.
On the theoretical level, we conjecture that the proviso in the C I R rule can be eliminated. Similarly, we can loosen the stratification condition for example in the sense of
local stratification and of terminating higher-order logic programs [26], possibly allowing to encode proofs such as type preservation in operational semantics directly in Linc
rather than with the 2-level approach [18, 22].
Another interesting problem to investigate is the connection with circular proof
which is particularly attractive from the viewpoint of proof search, both inductively and
co-inductively. This could be realized by directly proving a cut-elimination result for a
logic where circular proofs, under termination and guardedness conditions completely
13

replace (co)inductive rules. Alternatively, we could reduce “global” proofs in such a system to “local” proofs in Linc, similarly to [35]. Finally, extension of Linc, for example in
the direction of FOλ∇ [21] or the regular world assumption [31] are worth investigating.
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